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ABSTRACT
We present Spitzer 4.5µm observations of the transit of TOI-700 d, a habitable zone Earth-sized planet in a
multiplanet system transiting a nearby M-dwarf star (TIC 150428135, 2MASS J06282325-6534456). TOI-700
d has a radius of 1.220+0.073−0.063R⊕ and orbits within its host star’s conservative habitable zone with a period of
37.42 days (Teq ∼ 269 K). TOI-700 also hosts two small inner planets (Rb=1.044+0.065−0.063R⊕ & Rc=2.64+0.16−0.14R⊕)
with periods of 9.98 and 16.05 days, respectively. Our Spitzer observations confirm the TESS detection of TOI-
700 d and remove any remaining doubt that it is a genuine planet. We analyze the Spitzer light curve combined
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with the 11 sectors of TESS observations and a transit of TOI-700 c from the LCOGT network to determine the
full system parameters. With an expected RV semi-amplitude of ∼80 cm/s, it may be possible to measure the
mass of TOI-700 d using state-of-the-art radial velocity instruments.
1. INTRODUCTION
Humans have wondered whether life exists elsewhere in
the universe for centuries. Thanks to new technologies and
rapid advancements in the study of exoplanets in the past
few decades, we are making progress towards answering this
question scientifically. So far, thousands of small exoplan-
ets are known, most of which were discovered by the Kepler
mission (Borucki et al. 2010) and astronomers have taken the
first steps towards probing their compositions (e.g. Dressing
et al. 2015; Rogers 2015) and atmospheres (e.g. Kreidberg
et al. 2014). Now, more sensitive instruments (e.g. Szentgy-
orgyi et al. 2016) and telescopes (e.g. Gardner et al. 2006;
Roberge & Moustakas 2018; Gaudi et al. 2018) are planned
with the eventual goal of detecting biosignatures, like O2, in
an Earth-like planetary atmosphere.
Though the possibility of detecting biosignatures in the fu-
ture seems real, the prospects remain uncertain. Statistical
results from Kepler have shown that small, habitable-zone
planets are common around low-mass host stars (Dressing &
Charbonneau 2015), but it is not clear how much these plan-
ets resemble the Earth. Kepler discovered potentially rocky
habitable-zone planets around M-dwarf stars (Quintana et al.
2014), but they orbit stars too faint for precise radial velocity
measurements, so we do not know if they are rocky like the
Earth or if they are shrouded by thick atmospheres, inhos-
pitable to life as we know it. Our best constraints on which
planets are rocky and which have thick envelopes come from
observations of highly-irradiated, hot planets (Rogers 2015;
Wolfgang & Lopez 2015). So far, very few temperate planets
that are similar to the size of the Earth orbit host stars bright
enough to carry out precise mass measurements through ra-
dial velocities.
Learning more about small, temperate planets requires
finding such planets around brighter stars. In April 2018,
NASA’s Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS) mis-
sion launched with precisely this goal. So far, TESS has dis-
covered over 1000 exoplanet candidates orbiting some of the
brightest and closest stars to the Sun (Ricker et al. 2015, N.
Guerrero et al. in prep). Most of these planets orbit close to
their stars and have high equilibrium temperatures, which al-
low us to study planets in highly irradiated environments and
probe atmospheric loss (e.g. Vanderspek et al. 2019; Kreid-
berg et al. 2019). TESS is also expected to discover a small
number of planets in temperate orbits around low-mass M-
dwarf stars, possibly including rocky planets orbiting in their
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stars’ circumstellar habitable zones (Sullivan et al. 2015;
Kaltenegger et al. 2019). Though TESS has detected slightly
larger planets in temperate orbits (e.g. Günther et al. 2019)
and terrestrial planets in hot orbits (e.g. Winters et al. 2019),
so far no potentially rocky, habitable-zone planets have been
reported.
In this paper, we confirm the first Earth-sized planet or-
biting in its host star’s habitable zone discovered by TESS.
The planet, TOI-700 d, is only 22% ± 7% larger than Earth,
orbits an M-dwarf star (0.415M, TIC 150428135) located
31 parsecs from the Sun, and is a promising target for future
observations to measure its mass (though atmospheric char-
acterization will be difficult). In a companion to this paper,
Gilbert et al. (submitted) characterize the TOI-700 system
and statistically validate TOI-700 d and two other planets
in the system. TOI-700 d will likely be an attractive target
for future observations, so independent confirmation of the
planet’s existence is valuable before investing large amounts
of telescope resources. Here, we present Spitzer Space Tele-
scope observations that confirm TOI-700 d is a transiting
planet and help to refine our knowledge of its parameters.
Our paper is organized as follows: In §2 we discuss the TESS
and Spitzer observations and reduction methods. We present
our global analysis using EXOFASTv2 (Eastman et al. 2013,
2019) in §3. We place TOI-700 d in the context of presently
known planets and examine future prospects for character-
izing the planet’s mass and atmosphere in §4, and give our
conclusions in §5.
2. OBSERVATIONS AND ARCHIVAL DATA
In this section we present the observations used to confirm
the small habitable-zone planet TOI-700 d. In our analysis,
we include the TESS discovery data and follow-up observa-
tions from Spitzer and the Las Cumbres Observatory (LCO).
In the companion to this paper, Gilbert et al. (submitted)
characterized the TOI-700 system and validated the planets
using a wealth of additional follow-up observations includ-
ing multiple spectroscopic observations, high-spatial resolu-
tion speckle imaging, and ground-based time series photom-
etry. An additional companion paper, (Suissa et al. submit-
ted), explored plausible atmospheres for TOI-700 d and the
prospects for observing its atmosphere with future facilities.
For brevity, we only describe the observations which directly
feed into our EXOFASTv2 global analysis. See Table 1 for
the literature magnitudes and kinematics.
2.1. TESS Photometry
TESS observed TOI-700 between 25 July 2018 and 17 July
2019. Because TOI-700 is located near the southern ecliptic
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Figure 1. Photometric observations of the TOI-700 system. The light curve has been processed to remove stellar variability and instrumental
systematics. Top panel: The blue open circles are the TESS observations binned to 30 minutes for all 11 sectors of TESS. Since TOI-700 falls
near TESS’s continuous viewing zone, there are almost 10 months of data. Bottom left panel: The TESS and LCOGT transits for (top) TOI-700
b and (bottom) TOI-700 c. Bottom right panel: The (top) TESS and (bottom) 4.5µm Spitzer light curves (binned) phase folded to the best fit
ephemeris from the global fit (see §3). The TESS and Spitzer observations have been binned for visual clarity. The EXOFASTv2 transit model
is shown in red in each panel.
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Table 1. Properties of TOI-700
Other identifiers
TIC 150428135
2MASS J06282325-6534456
WISE J062823.05-653443.7
Parameter Description Value Source
αJ2000 . . . . . . . . Right Ascension (RA) . . 06:28:23.22878 1
δJ2000 . . . . . . . . . Declination (Dec) . . . . . . -65:34:45.52157 1
l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Galactic Longitude . . . . . 275.4682095◦ 1
b . . . . . . . . . . . . . Galactic Latitude . . . . . . -26.8810581◦ 1
l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ecliptic Longitude . . . . . 275.4691◦ 1
b . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ecliptic Latitude . . . . . . . -26.8807◦ 1
G . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gaia G mag. . . . . . . . . . . . 12.0665±0.0005 1
J . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2MASS J mag. . . . . . . . . 9.469± 0.023 2
H . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2MASS H mag. . . . . . . . . 8.893± 0.027 2
KS . . . . . . . . . . . . 2MASS KS mag. . . . . . . . 8.634± 0.023 2
WISE1 . . . . . . . . WISE1 mag. . . . . . . . . . . . 8.511± 0.023 3
WISE2 . . . . . . . . WISE2 mag. . . . . . . . . . . . 8.387± 0.02 3
WISE3 . . . . . . . . WISE3 mag. . . . . . . . . . . . 8.289± 0.016 3
WISE4 . . . . . . . . WISE4 mag. . . . . . . . . . . . 8.267± 0.083 3
µα . . . . . . . . . . . Gaia DR2 proper motion -102.75± 0.05 1
in RA (mas yr−1)
µδ . . . . . . . . . . . Gaia DR2 proper motion 161.80± 0.06 1
in DEC (mas yr−1)
pi‡ . . . . . . . . . . . Gaia Parallax (mas) . . . . 32.18± 0.0392† 1
d . . . . . . . . . . . . . Distance (pc) . . . . . . . . . . 31.075±0.038‡ 1
NOTES: The uncertainties of the photometry have a systematic error floor
applied.
† RA and Dec are in epoch J2000. The coordinates come from Vizier where
the Gaia RA and Dec have been precessed to J2000 from epoch J2015.5.
‡ Values have been corrected for the -0.82 µas offset as advocated by
Stassun & Torres (2018).
References are: 1Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018),2Cutri et al. (2003),
3Cutri & et al. (2014)
pole, it fell in a region of sky that was observed nearly con-
tinuously by TESS. In total, TOI-700 was observed during 11
TESS sectors. Though TOI-700 is a nearby, bright dwarf star,
it was not originally pre-selected for high-cadence TESS ob-
servations because of incorrect catalog stellar parameters. It
was, however, proposed as part of Guest Investigator pro-
posal G011180 (PI Dressing), so pixel time series from a
small region of the TESS CCD near TOI-700 were down-
linked with two-minute sampling.
After the data were downlinked, they were reduced and an-
alyzed by the Science Processing Operations Center (SPOC)
pipeline, based at the NASA Ames Research Center (Jenkins
et al. 2016). The SPOC pipeline applies pixel-level calibra-
tions to the data, identifies optimal photometric apertures, es-
timates flux contamination from other nearby stars, and ex-
tracts light curves. Instrumental artifacts are identified and
removed from the light curves using the Presearch Data Con-
ditioning (PDC) module (Smith et al. 2012; Stumpe et al.
2014). The processed light curves were searched for tran-
sits with the SPOC Transiting Planet Search (TPS, Jenkins
2002).
Early searches of the TOI-700 TESS light curves (both sin-
gle sector and sectors 1-3) revealed some evidence for plan-
etary transits, but these signals were not initially considered
compelling enough to be promoted to the status of a planet
candidate in the TESS Object of Interest (TOI) catalog (N.
Guerrero et al. in prep). After data from TESS sectors 1-
6 were searched together, two planet candidates with 16.05
day and 37.42 day periods were detected and released in the
online TOI catalog. A third planet candidate with period
9.98 days was detected in a subsequent search of data from
TESS sectors 1-9, and a final search of the TESS full first-
year dataset (11 sectors in total, see Figure 1) confirmed the
detections (Twicken et al. 2018; Li et al. 2019).
These three candidates were investigated and characterized
in detail by Gilbert et al. (submitted), who statistically vali-
dated all three candidates as exoplanets. We note that it was
more difficult to validate the planetary nature of the outer
37 day period planet candidate around TOI-700. The tran-
sit signal was detected by TESS on only 8 occasions and was
fairly weak with a Multiple Event Statistic (MES, a proxy for
signal-to-noise ratio used by the SPOC pipeline) of 9.3. Ex-
perience from the Kepler mission has shown that a significant
fraction of planet candidates in the low signal-to-noise/few
transit regime are false positives (Mullally et al. 2018; Burke
et al. 2019). Although Gilbert et al. (submitted) showed that
the false positive probability of TOI-700 d (including instru-
mental false alarms) was below the threshold required for sta-
tistical validation, a small possibility remained that TOI-700
d was spurious. Given the potential impact of the discov-
ery, the likelihood that TOI-700 d will be the target of fu-
ture observations, and the fact that we are still working to
fully understand systematic errors in TESS data, we wanted
an independent confirmation of the planet from another facil-
ity. We therefore proposed for observations with the Spitzer
Space Telescope to confirm the planet by detecting a transit
at the predicted time.
2.2. LCOGT Photometry of TOI-700 c
As part of the TESS Follow-up Observing Program
(TFOP), a transit of TOI-700 c was observed on UT 2019
November 01 in the z′ band using one of the 1.0m Las
Cumbres Observatory Global Telescope Network (LCOGT)
telescopes located at the South African Astronomical Ob-
servatory (SAAO) (Brown et al. 2013)1. The telescope is
a Ritchey-Chretien Cassegrain with a 4k×4k Sinistro CCD
1 https://lco.global
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with a 27′ × 27′ field-of-view and a 0.39′′ pixel scale. The
observations were scheduled using the TESS Transit Finder
that is built from the Tapir software tool (Jensen 2013).
The observations were reduced and the light curves were ex-
tracted using the AstroImageJ software package (Collins
et al. 2017). The photometry was extracted using a 3.9′′ aper-
ture, as smaller apertures resulted in a significantly higher
rms noise level. See Figure 1 for the plot of the LCOGT
transit of TOI-700 c.
2.3. Spitzer Photometry of TOI-700 d
A follow up transit of TOI-700 d was observed with the
Spitzer InfraRed Array Camera (IRAC, Fazio et al. 2004) on
UT 2019 October 22 as part of a Director’s Discretionary
Time (DDT) proposal award (program number 14314, PI
Vanderburg). This observation was 8.9 hours in duration,
with a two-second exposure time, and used Channel 2 on
IRAC, which is equivalent to a photometric wavelength range
of 4 – 5 µm. Prior to the observations of TOI-700, a 30-
minute burn-in sequence was conducted to allow the space-
craft to thermally equilibrate and the detector to asymptote
to a steady state of charge trapping and release. For both the
burn-in sequence and the time series observations, TOI-700
was placed on the detector on a pixel that is known to have
minimal sensitivity variations.
We downloaded the Spitzer observations from the archive,
and reduced the Basic Calibrated Data (BCD, provided by the
Spitzer Science Center) using the custom aperture photome-
try routine developed by Cubillos et al. (2013). This anal-
ysis package (which is available open-source on GitHub2)
fits a 2D Gaussian profile to the stellar image in each Spitzer
exposure after upsampling by a factor of 5 in each spatial
direction. We identified and masked pixels with outlying
values using an iterative sigma-clipping procedure and then
summed the flux in each fixed aperture. We tested apertures
with radii ranging from 2 to 4 pixels in 0.25 pixel steps, and
found that a radius of 3.0 pixels minimizes the noise in the
extracted light curve. An annulus with inner radius of 7 pix-
els and outer radius of 15 pixels was adopted for the determi-
nation of the median background value.
The dominating systematics for the 4.5 µm Spitzer chan-
nel are intrapixel sensitivity variations (Charbonneau et al.
2005). We therefore fitted for them by using the BiLinearly-
Interpolated Subpixel Sensitivity (BLISS) map technique in-
troduced by Stevenson et al. (2012). We describe the full
Spitzer light curve, F(x,y,X ,Y , t), by:
F(x,y,X ,Y , t) = FsR(t)M(x,y)T (t)G(X ,Y , t), (1)
2 https://github.com/kevin218/POET
where Fs is the constant out-of-transit flux, R(t) is the ramp
model, M(x,y) is the BLISS map with (x,y) describing the
position of the star on the detector, T (t) is the Mandel &
Agol (2002) transit model implemented in BATMAN (Krei-
dberg 2015) and G(X ,Y , t) is a term fitting for variations in
the pixel response function (PRF) using a 2D cubic with the
gaussian widths (X ,Y ).
An initial fit with the BLISS map model revealed a clear
transit in the Spitzer light curve with the same depth and du-
ration seen in the TESS light curve. After detecting the tran-
sit, we adjusted our systematics correction to further optimize
the Spitzer light curve. The optimal resolution for BLISS
mapping was found to be 0.01 pixels. We also experimented
with the complexity of the light curve model. In order to
compare models with different numbers of free parameters,
we used the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC, Schwarz
1978, Liddle 2007). Combinations of a linear ramp R(t) and
PRF fits G(X ,Y , t) of different orders were tested. A signifi-
cant increase in the BIC for those models showed that these
more complex models are not justified.
Our final model consisted only of the BLISS map, a con-
stant and the BATMAN transit model. The latter has the fol-
lowing parameters: T0, RP/R∗, P, a/R∗, cos i, e, ω∗, u1 and
u2 (see Table 2 for a description of these parameters). As
multiple transits were observed with TESS and only one with
Spitzer, we fixed the period P to the value determined by
TESS.
Finally, we compared the Spitzer model with a fit which
fixes the system specific parameters (P, a/R∗, cos i) to values
from a fit of the TESS observations only using EXOFASTv2.
Both of these cases reproduce transit depths which are con-
sistent with each other. The final fitted 4.5µm light curve
from Spitzer with the EXOFASTv2 global model is shown in
Figure 1. Spitzer independently detected the transit of TOI-
700 d with 12σ confidence.
3. EXOFASTv2 GLOBAL FITS
To determine the full system parameters, and especially
those of the habitable-zone Earth-sized planet, TOI-700 d,
we globally fit the photometric observations from eleven sec-
tors of TESS, the observations from Spitzer, and a follow
up transit of TOI-700 c from the Las Cumbres Observatory.
We removed low-frequency variability from the TESS light
curves by fitting the light curves with basis splines (with a
1.5 day knot spacing), ignoring points during the transits of
the three planets, and iteratively excluding outliers (see Fig.
3 from Vanderburg & Johnson 2014). For computational ef-
ficiency, we averaged the two-second cadence Spitzer light
curve into one-minute bins. The Spitzer light curve had been
corrected for systematics as described in §2.3.
EXOFASTv2 models planetary systems self consistently,
so the transit parameters of each planet, TOI-700 b, c, and
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Table 2. Median values and 68% confidence interval for global model of TOI-700
Parameter Description (Units) Values
Stellar Parameters:
M∗ . . . . Mass ( M) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.415± 0.021
R∗ . . . . . Radius ( R) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.423+0.018−0.017
L∗ . . . . . Luminosity ( L) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.0232+0.0027−0.0024
ρ∗ . . . . . Density (cgs) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.69+1.0−0.93
log g . . . Log10 of the Surface gravity (cgs) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.802± 0.039
Teff . . . . Effective Temperature (K) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3460+64−65
[Fe/H] . Metallicity (dex) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . −0.07± 0.11
Planetary Parameters: b c d
P . . . . . . Period (days) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.97702+0.00024−0.00028 16.051108
+0.000062
−0.000064 37.42469
+0.00033
−0.00042
RP . . . . . Radius ( R⊕) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.044+0.065−0.063 2.64
+0.16
−0.14 1.220
+0.073
−0.063
TC . . . . . Time of conjunction (BJDTDB) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2458331.3536+0.0059−0.0032 2458340.08814
+0.00096
−0.00095 2458330.4752
+0.0048
−0.0037
T0 . . . . . Optimal conjunction Time (BJDTDB) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2458490.9867+0.0027−0.0029 2458548.75255± 0.00051 2458742.14681+0.0010−0.00099
a . . . . . . Semi-major axis (AU) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.0676± 0.0011 0.0929+0.0015−0.0016 0.1633+0.0027−0.0028
i . . . . . . . Inclination (Degrees) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89.65+0.24−0.29 88.869
+0.084
−0.10 89.79
+0.14
−0.12
e . . . . . . Eccentricity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.083+0.093−0.060 0.077
+0.072
−0.054 0.110
+0.14
−0.079
ω∗ . . . . Argument of Periastron (Degrees) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . −95+83−90 88
+83
−85 −10
+140
−130
Teq . . . . Equilibrium temperature (K) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 417± 12 356± 10. 268.8+7.7−7.6
RP/R∗ . Radius of planet in stellar radii . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.0226+0.0010−0.0011 0.0571
+0.0020
−0.0018 0.02647
+0.00090
−0.00092
a/R∗ . . Semi-major axis in stellar radii . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34.3+1.5−1.4 47.1± 2.0 82.9+3.6−3.5
δ . . . . . . Transit depth (fraction) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.000512+0.000048−0.000047 0.00327
+0.00023
−0.00020 0.000701
+0.000049
−0.000048
τ . . . . . . Ingress/egress transit duration (days) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.00222+0.00029−0.00017 0.0139
+0.0026
−0.0024 0.00393
+0.00093
−0.00035
T14 . . . . Total transit duration (days) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.0942+0.0056−0.0048 0.0588
+0.0019
−0.0018 0.1390
+0.0025
−0.0021
TFWHM . FWHM transit duration (days) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.0920+0.0056−0.0047 0.0449
+0.0020
−0.0023 0.1348
+0.0023
−0.0020
b . . . . . . Transit Impact parameter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.21+0.18−0.15 0.895
+0.016
−0.021 0.30± 0.20
bS . . . . . Eclipse impact parameter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.20+0.15−0.14 0.946
+0.14
−0.074 0.30
+0.12
−0.19
τS . . . . . Ingress/egress eclipse duration (days) . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.00207+0.00023−0.00024 0.0140
+0.0079
−0.014 0.00388
+0.00044
−0.00039
TS,14 . . . Total eclipse duration (days) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.0887+0.0076−0.0096 0.052
+0.010
−0.052 0.138
+0.014
−0.018
TS,FWHM FWHM eclipse duration (days) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.0867+0.0075−0.0095 0.027
+0.023
−0.027 0.134
+0.014
−0.017
δS,3.6µm Predicted Blackbody eclipse depth at 3.6µm (ppm) 0.069+0.021−0.017 0.084
+0.031
−0.023 0.00044
+0.00022
−0.00015
δS,4.5µm Predicted Blackbody eclipse depth at 4.5µm (ppm) 0.364+0.087−0.073 0.62
+0.18
−0.14 0.0071
+0.0027
−0.0020
〈F〉 . . . . Incident Flux (109 erg s−1 cm−2) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.00681+0.00084−0.00076 0.00362+0.00043−0.00039 0.00115+0.00014−0.00013
TP . . . . . Time of Periastron (BJDTDB) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2458327.7+3.6−2.8 2458324.2
+3.5
−3.2 2458297
+11
−12
TS . . . . . Time of eclipse (BJDTDB) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2458336.35+0.51−0.50 2458332.06
+0.68
−0.69 2458311.8
+3.3
−3.2
TA . . . . . Time of Ascending Node (BJDTDB) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2458328.81+0.24−0.44 2458336.22
+0.54
−0.35 2458321.1
+1.6
−2.2
TD . . . . . Time of Descending Node (BJDTDB) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2458333.91+0.43−0.24 2458343.96
+0.35
−0.55 2458339.8
+2.2
−1.6
e cosω∗ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.001+0.081−0.079 0.000± 0.067 0.00± 0.14
e sinω∗ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . −0.028+0.045−0.085 0.028
+0.077
−0.044 −0.004
+0.053
−0.094
d/R∗ . . Separation at mid transit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35.2+3.5−2.6 45.4
+3.7
−4.3 82.6
+8.1
−7.6
Wavelength Parameters: z’ 4.5µm TESS
u1 . . . . . linear limb-darkening coeff . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.35+0.36−0.25 0.17
+0.22
−0.12 0.19
+0.12
−0.11
u2 . . . . . quadratic limb-darkening coeff . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.02+0.31−0.26 0.09
+0.27
−0.17 0.47± 0.13
Transit Parameters: TESS Spitzer UT 20191022 (Spit45) LCO SAAO UT 20191101 (z’)
σ2 . . . . . Added Variance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.000000092+0.000000036−0.000000035 0.000000080
+0.000000028
−0.000000025 0.00000267
+0.00000042
−0.00000037
F0 . . . . . Baseline flux . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.000079± 0.000016 0.999996± 0.000034 0.99988± 0.00017
NOTES: See Table 3 in Eastman et al. (2019) for the definition and explanation of the derived and fitted parameters in EXOFASTv2.
Equilibrium temperature is calculated assuming zero albedo and perfect heat redistribution: Teq = Teff
√
R∗
2a
The derived secondary eclipse depths assume a Bond albedo of zero.
†Minimum covariance with period.
All values in this table for the secondary occultation of TOI-700 b are predicted values from our global analysis.
d were fit simultaneously with, and informed by, their host
star’s parameters. Because TOI-700 is a low-mass dwarf star,
the stellar evolutionary and stellar atmospheric models em-
bedded within EXOFASTv2 are not reliable. Therefore, we
use the absolute K-mag relations from Mann et al. (2015,
2019) to determine the mass and radius of TOI-700, and use
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these values with a conservative 5% uncertainty as Gaussian
priors on R∗ and M∗ of 0.419±0.021R and 0.417±0.021
M. We note that these values are well within 1σ of the
mass and radius used for TOI-700 from Gilbert et al. (sub-
mitted). We do not use the Claret (2017) limb-darkening
tables within the global fit to constrain u1 and u2, and in-
stead leave the limb-darkening parameters to be constrained
by the transit light curves in each bandpass, as well as EXO-
FASTv2’s built in uniform prior that only allows steps within
the physical bounds identified by Kipping (2013) for any
band: u1+u2 < 1, u1 > 0, and u1+2u2 > 0. We also place pri-
ors on Teff (3460±65 K) and [Fe/H] (-0.07±0.11 dex) from
an analysis of spectroscopic observations using the Southern
Astrophysical Research (SOAR) Telescope combined with
an spectral energy distribution analysis (see Gilbert et al.
submitted). Since priors are placed on M∗ and R∗, the cor-
responding priors on Teff and [Fe/H] do not affect the fitted
planet parameters, and are only used to derive quantities such
as L? and Teq, along with the predicted Spitzer 3.6 and 4.5
µm eclipse depths shown in Table 2.
Since we are simultaneously modeling photometric data
for TOI-700 d from different observatories, we performed
some experiments to ensure that the data from TESS and
Spitzer were consistent and neither significantly biased the
transit depth. We do not perform these tests on the LCOGT
observations because the LCOGT observations are far less
precise. We tested the TESS and Spitzer datasets for consis-
tency by jointly fitting the two light curves, allowing for a di-
lution term in either data set while using the other as the base-
line for comparison. Fitting for a dilution term in one band-
pass effectively decoupled the measured transit depth from
the two observatories. In all cases, the fit results were consis-
tent with no significant additional dilution needed – in other
words, the transit depth measured by TESS was consistent
with that measured by Spitzer. This is not surprising given
that the SPOC pipeline accounts for blending from nearby
stars in the TESS data and that none of our follow up obser-
vations, including the Spitzer images and high spatial reso-
lution speckle observations, show evidence of any unknown
additional stellar companions close enough to contaminate
the Spitzer photometry.
4. DISCUSSION
TOI-700 is a compelling system for future charac-
terization observations thanks to its relative proximity
(d=31.075±0.038 pc) and brightness (H = 8.893± 0.027).
All three planets orbiting TOI-700 are sub-Neptune in
size (Rb = 1.044+0.065−0.063 R⊕, Rc = 2.64+0.16−0.14 R⊕, and Rd =
1.220+0.073−0.063 R⊕), and orbit with periods of 9.977, 16.0511,
and 37.425 days. We direct the reader to Gilbert et al. (sub-
mitted) for a detailed analysis and discussion of the TOI-700
system as a whole (and the validation of all three planets
in the system), and we focus the rest of our discussion on
TOI-700 d, the first habitable-zone Earth-sized planet from
NASA’s TESS mission.
4.1. Spitzer Confirmation of TOI-700 d
While Gilbert et al. (submitted) were able to rule out most
false positive scenarios for TOI-700 d, a small probability
remained that the planet was not real. Our Spitzer observa-
tions rule out many of the remaining false positive scenarios
for the planet candidate. Most importantly, we have now de-
tected TOI 700 d’s transit with two different telescopes, so
systematic errors in the TESS light curve cannot be the source
of the signal. Given TOI-700 d’s relatively low detection sig-
nificance and small number of observed transits, instrumen-
tal artifacts were the greatest uncertainty in the validation of
TOI-700 d. The Spitzer observations have retired this risk.
Spitzer also showed that the transit of TOI-700 d is achro-
matic, which constrains blended companions and rejects ad-
ditional astrophysical false positive scenarios. We measured
the transit depths (R2p/R2∗) in the TESS and Spitzer band-
passes by fitting the light curves simultaneously with Man-
del & Agol (2002) models using an affine invariant Markov
Chain Monte Carlo sampler (Goodman & Weare 2010). We
found that the Spitzer transit (740 ± 61 ppm) is slightly
deeper than the TESS signal (669 ± 86 ppm), which elim-
inates any scenarios involving a blended star hotter/bluer
than TOI 700 as the source of the transits. We constrained
red contaminants by comparing the measured ratio of the
Spitzer/TESS depths (1.10+0.18−0.15) to the expected ratios for a
variety of cooler companions using Equation 5 from Désert
et al. (2015) and MIST isochrones (Choi et al. 2016). We
rule out blends with very red, co-moving stars with mass
less than 0.18 M (95% confidence). The Spitzer observa-
tions eliminate almost all remaining false positive scenarios
for TOI-700 d, especially instrumental artifacts. These data,
combined with the observations and statistical validation pre-
sented by Gilbert et al. (submitted), allow us to confidently
pursue future observations.
4.2. Spitzer Improvement on TOI-700 c and d’s Parameters
From our joint TESS and Spitzer global fit, we are able
to improve the properties of TOI-700 d, relative to the re-
sults of Gilbert et al. (submitted) that are based on only the
TESS observations. The Spitzer observations took place on
UT 2019 October 22, 99 days after the end of the 11 TESS
sectors in which TOI-700 was observed (UT 2019 July 16),
extending the total time baseline of observations by nearly
30%. This expansion in the photometric baseline yielded a
56% improvement on the precision on TOI-700 d’s orbital
period. Additionally, thanks to its infrared capability (ideal
for M-dwarfs like TOI-700) and larger aperture compared to
TESS, Spitzer was able to reduce the uncertainty in RP/R∗
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Figure 2. Schematic of the TOI-700 system, from the vantage of an observer inclined by 20 degrees from the plane of the system, showing the
orbits of the planets (faded purple lines), the conservative habitable zone (dark green), and the optimistic extension to the habitable zone (light
green, Kasting et al. 1993; Kane & Gelino 2012; Kopparapu et al. 2013, 2014). The size of the star TOI-700 is shown to scale, but the sizes of
the planets are not.
for TOI-700 d’s by 38%. Our analysis also included a tran-
sit of TOI-700 c from LCOGT on UT 2019 November 01,
108 days after the end of the 11 sectors of TESS. Our anal-
ysis shows a 30% improvement on the precision of TOI-700
c’s orbital period and a 36% improvement on the planet’s
RP/R∗.
The improved precision of these parameters will pay div-
idends as more follow-up observations of TOI-700 d are
conducted. The improved orbital period measurement will
help plan future transit observations of TOI-700 d more ef-
ficiently, and our more precise radius measurement will be
critical for understanding the planet’s bulk composition. De-
creasing radius uncertainties is particularly important for un-
derstanding the composition of rocky planets. For rocky
planets (with some constant bulk iron/silicate abundance ra-
tio), the planet’s mass m and radius r are related by m∝ r3.6
(Zeng et al. 2016). This means that when inferring a rocky
planet’s iron/silicate ratio, a planet’s radius must be known
3.6 times more precisely than its mass for the two observ-
ables to contribute equally. In other words, improving the
radius precision will improve the ability of future radial ve-
locity observations to determine TOI-700 d’s bulk composi-
tion.
4.3. TOI-700’s Habitable Zone
The location of the habitable zone of planetary systems is
calculated based on the premise that a planet similar to Earth
could retain surface liquid water given sufficient atmospheric
pressure (Kasting et al. 1993; Kane & Gelino 2012; Koppa-
rapu et al. 2013, 2014). Such calculations are sensitive to
the precision of the stellar parameters (Kane 2014, 2018);
in particular the luminosity and effective temperature of the
host star. Specifically, the habitable-zone boundaries are es-
timated using 1-dimensional cloud-free climate models that
monitor the change in surface radiative balance for an Earth
analog as a function of incident flux at infrared wavelengths.
For this purpose, we utilize equations 4 and 5 along with the
coefficients of table 1 from Kopparapu et al. (2014) to calcu-
late the habitable-zone boundaries. The habitable zone is of-
ten described as either “conservative” with boundaries of run-
away greenhouse and maximum greenhouse, or “optimistic”
with boundaries determined from empirical assumptions of
water prevalence on Venus and Mars (Kane et al. 2016). We
use the stellar parameters shown in Table 2 to calculate the
extent of the TOI-700 habitable zone for both the conserva-
tive and optimistic cases. Figure 2 shows a schematic of the
TOI-700 system comparing the orbits of the planets to the
location of the conservative and optimistic habitable zones.
TOI-700 d’s orbit lies confidently within the conservative
habitable zone, and is small enough (only 20% larger than
the Earth) that it could be terrestrial (Rogers 2015; Wolfgang
& Lopez 2015). It is worth noting the caveat that there are
various effects that influence the boundaries of the habitable
zone. In the case of tidal locking, calculations from climate
models have demonstrated that this generally has the effect of
widening the habitable zone (Yang et al. 2013, 2019). Based
on estimates of tidal locking time scales by Barnes (2017),
the majority of habitable-zone terrestrial planets discovered
by TESS are expected to be tidally locked for ages less than
∼1 Gyr, therefore increasing the confidence in the habitable-
zone status of TOI-700 d.
4.4. Known habitable-zone Terrestrial-Sized Planets
TOI-700 d joins a very small population of presently-
known habitable-zone terrestrial-sized planets. In this sub-
section, we compare TOI-700 d to a sample of habitable-zone
planets very similar in size to the Earth. Starting from a list
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of known small habitable-zone planets3, we identify plan-
ets smaller than 1.5R⊕, the radius below which hot planets
orbiting M-dwarfs similar to TOI-700 (0.415± 0.021 M)
tend to have rocky compositions (Rogers 2015; Fulton et al.
2017; Cloutier & Menou 2019). After this cut, we are left
with ten small habitable-zone4 planets: TRAPPIST-1 (d, e, f,
& g; Gillon et al. 2017), Kepler-186 f (Quintana et al. 2014),
Kepler-1229 b (Morton et al. 2016), Kepler-442 b (Torres
et al. 2015), Kepler-62 f (Borucki et al. 2013), and TOI-700
d. We note that this cut removes all RV only planets and
LHS-1140 b (1.73 R⊕), which has a density consistent with
a rocky composition (Dittmann et al. 2017; Ment et al. 2019).
Of the remaining planets, TOI-700 d orbits the brightest host
star by far. In the optical, TOI-700’s Gaia G-band magni-
tude (12.07) is 4.5 times brighter than the next brightest host
(Kepler-62, G = 13.72), and in the near-infrared, TOI-700’s
K-band magnitude (8.63) is 4.6 times brighter than the next
brightest host (TRAPPIST-1, K = 10.30). TOI-700’s appar-
ent brightness makes it particularly attractive among small
habitable-zone planets for follow-up observations.
4.5. Future Radial Velocity Observations of TOI-700 d
Among small, habitable-zone planets, TOI-700 d is well-
suited for precise radial velocity observations to measure its
mass and confirm/rule out a rocky composition. Its host star
is a quiet M-dwarf (0.415M) with no large photometric
variations observed in the full TESS light curve (we direct the
reader to Gilbert et al. submitted for a thorough discussion
on stellar classification, including spectral analysis). Using
the Chen & Kipping (2017) mass/radius relation5, our EX-
OFASTv2 model reports mass estimates for TOI-700 b, c,
and d to be Mb = 1.29+1.00−0.37 M⊕, Mc = 7.9+2.7−1.8 M⊕, and Md
= 2.26+0.70−0.52 M⊕, which correspond to radial velocity semi-
amplitudes of 0.70+0.54−0.20, 3.63
+1.3
−0.83, and 0.79
+0.25
−0.18 m s
−1. Fig-
ure 3 compares the radial velocity accessibility of TOI-700 d
to other known transiting exoplanets. The symbol size is in-
versely proportional to a simple metric estimating the amount
of observing time required to detect each planet’s RV signal
(assuming the Weiss & Marcy 2014 mass/radius relation). By
this metric, TOI-700 d is the best small habitable-zone planet
for RV observations. Detecting the RV signal of TOI-700 d
will be challenging, but is within the current capabilities of
the most precise spectrographs like the Echelle SPectrograph
for Rocky Exoplanets and Stable Spectroscopic Observations
(ESPRESSO) on the VLT (Pepe et al. 2010). ESPRESSO is
stable enough to detect the planet’s ≈ 80 cm s−1 signal and
3 http://phl.upr.edu/projects/habitable-exoplanets-catalog
4 K2-72 e and TRAPPIST-1 d orbit in their star’s optimistic habitable zones,
while the others orbit within the conservative habitable zone.
5 If we adopt the Weiss & Marcy (2014) mass-radius relation, we get similar
masses for each planet: Mb = 1.1M⊕, Mc = 6.66M⊕, and Md = 2.15M⊕.
TOI-700 is bright enough that ESPRESSO should achieve
≈ 70 cm s−1 photon-limited precision in 1-hour exposures
(Pepe et al. 2014; Faria et al. 2019, and private communica-
tion).
4.6. Future Atmospheric Characterization of TOI-700 d
Despite its favorable properties, TOI-700 d will be a chal-
lenging target for transit spectroscopy observations to search
for biosignatures or other molecules in its atmosphere in the
near future. To assess the feasibility of detecting these fea-
tures, we simulated JWST spectra for the planet (assuming
Earth-like and CO2 dominated atmospheres) with Pandexo
(Batalha et al. 2017) using the NIRSpec/G235M observing
mode. This mode provides the highest signal-to-noise for
the transmission spectra of rocky planets around M-dwarfs
(Morley et al. 2017). Assuming photon noise limited obser-
vations, distinguishing such features from a featureless spec-
trum at 5σ confidence would require data spanning more than
200 transits ( & 1000 hours), equivalent to observing every
single transit of TOI-700 d for the first 20 years after JWST’s
launch. It would also require an order of magnitude higher
precision on the transit depth measurements than has ever
been achieved (Line et al. 2016). TOI-700 d requires signif-
icantly more observing time than the TRAPPIST-1 planets
because of the relatively small planet-to-star radius ratio. We
direct the reader to paper III in this series that does a much
more in depth analysis of TOI-700 d’s possible atmosphere,
including a 3-D general circulation model of plausible at-
mospheres and their detectability using future observatories
(Suissa et al. submitted). While follow-up JWST observa-
tions are not practical, the discovery of this planet motivates
the development of future large-aperture observing facilities
capable of sub-10 ppm measurement precision in the near-
infrared.
5. CONCLUSION
We present new Spitzer observations confirming the plane-
tary nature of the TOI-700 d, a habitable-zone Earth-sized
planet located within a multiplanet system. TOI-700 is a
early M-dwarf (M? = 0.415±0.021 M and R? = 0.424+0.018−0.017
R) located 31.1 pc from the Sun. Using a combination
of high spatial resolution speckle imaging, spectroscopic
observations from CHIRON, and ground-based seeing lim-
ited photometry from the TESS Followup Observing Pro-
gram (TFOP), Gilbert et al. (submitted) were able to sta-
tistically validate the planetary nature of TOI-700 b, c, and
d. Although the calculated false positive probability was low
enough for the planet to be statistically validated, we sought
independent transit confirmation with Spitzer given the im-
portance of the discovery and the relatively low S/N of the
transit signal from TESS. Our 4.5µm Spitzer observations
conclusively confirmed the transit of TOI-700 d, ruling out
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Figure 3. TOI-700 in the context of known exoplanets. Using data from the NASA Exoplanet Archive (Akeson et al. 2013), we plot the radius
of known exoplanets versus the incident flux they receive from their host stars. The symbols are color coded based on their position relative to
the circumstellar habitable zone, where yellow dots represent planets too hot to have liquid water, purple dots represent planets too cold to have
liquid water, and light and dark green points represent planets in the optimistic and conservative habitable zones, respectively. The background
shading indicates whether a planet is likely rocky or gaseous based on its size alone, following (Rogers 2015; Wolfgang & Lopez 2015). We
used the polynomial expressions from Kopparapu et al. (2014) to determine the boundaries of the optimistic and conservative habitable zones
for each host star. The area of the symbol is inversely proportional to the amount of observing time required to measure the planet’s mass with
radial velocity observations – larger points are easier measurements. In terms of RV accessibility, TOI-700 d stands out among habitable-zone
planets with radii small enough that they are likely rocky.
any remaining instrumental origin for the signal and solidi-
fying its validation.
We model the TESS and Spitzer photometry to deter-
mine the full system parameters. TOI-700 hosts two Earth-
sized planets and a sub-Neptune (Rb = 1.044+0.065−0.063 R⊕,
Rc =2.64+0.16−0.14 R⊕, and Rd =1.220+0.073−0.063 R⊕) with periods
of Pb = 9.97702+0.00024−0.00028, Pc =16.051108
+0.000062
−0.000064, and Pd =
37.42469+0.00033−0.00042 days. TOI-700 d is located well within the
conservative habitable zone for its host star, and is the first
habitable-zone Earth-sized planet discovered from NASA’s
TESS mission. TOI-700 is the brightest known host of a tran-
siting habitable-zone Earth-sized planet discovered to date.
Although atmospheric characterization is likely out of
reach of current and upcoming facilities, TOI-700 d provides
a rare opportunity to measure the planet’s mass with state
of the art facilities like ESPRESSO on the VLT (Pepe et al.
2010). Future observations should focus on measuring the
mass of all three planets to gain insight into whether or not
Earth-sized planets around low-mass stars are similar to the
Earth. The TESS mission was recently selected for its first
extended mission, which will begin in the summer of 2020.
According to the draft observing schedule, TOI-700 will be
observed in 11 more sectors during TESS cycle 36 providing
a great opportunity to refine the ephemerides and parameters
of the three known planets, and possibly detect additional
planets in the system that would enhance our understanding
of TOI-700’s architecture.
6 https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/tess/webtess/wtv.py
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